
GDPR PRIVACY POLICY – Short Version 
 

HOW THE PLATINUM MOTOR GROUP USE YOUR DATA TO ENSURE YOUR MOTORING IS 
SAFE, ENJOYABLE, EASY AND EXCELLENT VALUE – An Overview 
 
The Platinum Motor Group (Renrod Ltd) believes in being transparent and open with you, 
our valued customer. Recently, we have updated our privacy policy, which overviews and 
explains how we manage your information, how it is shared, and why it is important to both 
you as our customer and ourselves as the supplier of your motoring needs. 

Put simply, the Platinum Motor Group will tell you how we use your data, and will use it in a 
responsible way to ensure that your motoring is safe, enjoyable, easy and excellent value. 

We will also ensure that we treat all customer data with the importance it deserves, in both 
the way we collect and store your data. 

SAFE MOTORING WITH THE PLATINUM MOTOR GROUP 

In order for the Platinum Motor Group to communicate with you in a relevant, useful, clear, 
professional and coherent way, we have to collect and store a modest amount of data about 
you, like your name, email address, postal address and mobile phone. 

In order to ensure that we can serve you in the best way possible, we also have to share 
your data with our trusted partners as and when required – such as the manufacturer of 
your vehicle, finance companies and the providers of the systems that we utilise in order to 
perform our work for you. 

The Platinum Motor Group will always manage your personal data in a responsible way by 
collecting, handling and storing your data in a professional and secure environment. 

Additionally, we will always seek to ensure that we work with other businesses that share 
the same ethic and view the protection of customer data as paramount. 

EASY COMMUNICATION FROM THE PLATINUM MOTOR GROUP 

It is the aim of the Platinum Motor Group to ensure our communication with you is 
relevant, informative, responsible and proportionate. As examples, we will utilise your 
contact details to inform you of relevant offers, product upgrades/recalls (including safety 
related items), scheduled servicing requirements, MOT Test reminders and other useful 
communications. 

We may also send you surveys, which we will use to improve and refine our customer 
experience where necessary, based on your feedback. 

AFFORDABLE MOTORING FROM THE PLATINUM MOTOR GROUP 



It is the intention of the Platinum Group to move towards a fully consented and preference 
based customer database which we will endeavour to update by ongoing customer contact 
and by actions conducted by the Marketing Department (such as surveys/invitations to 
update records). 

From time to time, we will send you details of offers and promotions that you may find 
useful and informative. 

By choosing to receive email marketing from the Platinum Motor Group, we can 
communicate many products and services that may be of interest to you. We will always be 
responsible in our marketing communications with you, and ensure that it is relevant and 
proportionate. 

YOU’RE IN THE DRIVING SEAT 

It’s important to remember that you’re in control (in the "driving seat", if you will) and have 
the option to manage your preferences at any time. 

If you wish to amend the information we hold, please contact us so that we can make any 
necessary changes to our records. 

Plus, we’ll always get your permission before we use your data for marketing. 
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GDPR PRIVACY POLICY – Full Version 
 

OUR USE OF YOUR PERSONAL DATA – THE PLATINUM MOTOR GROUP’S PRIVACY POLICY 
 
At the Platinum Motor Group (Renrod Ltd), we understand that privacy and the security of 
your personal information is extremely important. Our Privacy Policy applies to the personal 
data that we collect and use. 

This policy sets out what we do with your information and what we do to keep it secure. It 
also explains where and how we collect your personal information, as well as your rights 
over any personal information we hold about you. 

This policy applies to you if you enquire and interact with our businesses, and subsequently 
purchase or use our products or services in whatever capacity, over the phone, in print, 
online, through our mobile applications or otherwise by using any of our websites, 
interacting with us on social media or by other methods. 

Information that you provide to us may include but not be limited to your name, address, 
date of birth, telephone number, email address, bank account and payment card details and 
any feedback you give to us, including by phone, email, post, or when you communicate 
with us via social media. 

It may include information about the Services that we provide to you (including for example, 
the things we have provided to you, when and where, what you paid, the way you use our 
products and Services, and so on). 

When reviewing your application for financial products and services that we offer (for 
example, insurance products and finance plans) we will take into account other information 
about you such as your employment details, financial position, information taken from 
identification documents such as your passport or driving licence, your insurance, criminal 
and medical history, and details about additional insured parties and cardholders or joint 
policyholders. 

The Platinum Motor Group (Renrod Ltd) uses your personal data for the following purposes: 

To Manage your enquiries, bookings and to allow us to provide our services (some 
essential and safety/legal related) to you 
 
When you choose to do business with us, we use your information to perform our services 
in relation to enquiries, bookings and to allow us to provide our services related to and 
essential to the running of your vehicle (some essential and/or legal in nature). 

We also use it to contact you in the event of necessary changes of bookings and 
arrangements that we have with you, should you request such changes or we need to re-
arrange.  



In addition, we also use your information in relation to your visits to our dealership/s, such 
as when you bring your vehicle to us for scheduled servicing whereby we can quickly 
retrieve your data in order to ensure a straightforward and efficient visit for you. 

FOR Communication and Relationship Management 
 
In order to communicate in a clear, professional and efficient manner, we may need to 
contact you by letter, email, SMS or telephone for administrative or operational reasons, 

For example, we may send you confirmation of any bookings or arrangements that we have 
with you, or to notify you when changes are necessary to the original arrangements that we 
have in place. 

If you are using our mobile app, we may also send you app notifications for these purposes. 

The communications described above are not made for marketing purposes and as such, 
you will continue to receive them even if you decide to opt-out from receiving marketing 
communications. 

We will also use your personal data if we contact you after you have sent us a request, filled 
in a online form through our website or contacted us on social media.  

In terms of your customer experience in enquiring with us and choosing to do business with 
us, we may send you a letter, email, SMS or telephone you to seek your feedback. Your 
opinion as a client is vitally important to us, with any communications you exchange with us 
and the feedback you provide being utilised help us to improve our services and experiences 
for customers in the future.  

TO PROVIDE A PERSONALISED CUSTOMER SERVICE AND COMMUNICATION CHANNEL 
 
We may use your personal data in order to tailor our services to your needs and preferences 
and to provide you with a personalised customer experience. 

For example, if you inform us about your preferred dates for a test drive or service booking, 
we can use that information to ensure a convenient time is booked for you. 

We may also collect information on how you use our website, which pages of our website 
you visit most, which flights you search for and what products you buy, in order to 
understand what you like. 

We may use this information to tailor the content and offers that you see on our website 
and, if you have agreed to receiving marketing communications, to send you relevant 
messages that we think you like.   

  



TO COMMUNICATE NEWS & OFFERS THAT YOU MAY FIND USEFUL AND CAN BENEFIT 
FROM 
 
We would like to tell you about the great offers, ideas, products and services offered by the 
Platinum Motor Group. Therefore at times, we may send you marketing communications. As 
we move towards achieving a fully consented and preference based customer database, this 
will only occur if you have indicated that you are happy to receive these, for example when 
you make an enquiry on our website or make a booking with us and you do not express a 
wish to not receive such communications. We won't send you marketing messages if you 
tell us not to but we will still need to send you occasional service-related messages of a legal 
or safety related nature. 

If you are happy to receive marketing communications, we will provide you with relevant 
and informative news from us such as new product upgrades/launches or offers that we 
believe you may find interesting and attractive. Such offers may include information about 
loyalty offers, sale events, current offers, introductory offers, limited period discounts and 
deals, financing options and related products, servicing offers, MOT’s, repairs, service plans, 
parts and accessories and any other related products or services that are relevant to our 
relationship you. The majority of the information relating to news and offers are available to 
view on our website/s. 

In addition, we may send you communications promoting the products and services of 
selected partners that you might also find useful. In this instance, we do not share your 
contact details and other personal data with other companies for marketing purposes, 
unless we have obtained your consent to do so.  

Should you not wish to receive marketing communications from us, you can inform us in a 
number of ways, such as when completing an online enquiry form or visiting an "update 
your records" page on our website/s. Alternatively, you can contact a member our teams to 
inform us of your intention. If you prefer, you can also send an email 
to data.protection@platinummg.co.uk   

Opting out of receiving marketing communications can be done at any time, as well as 
activating a request to receive marketing. 

TO FULLFIL OUR ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUSINESS OBLIGATIONS 

The administrative purposes for which we will use your information include accounting, 
billing and audit, credit or other payment card verification, fraud screening, safety, 
security and legal purposes, statistical and marketing analysis, systems testing, maintenance 
and development.  

TO ENSURE FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
 
When you apply to us to open an account, we will conduct necessary checks including our 
own records, request any further information that we need and search credit ratings 
agencies as required. 



If you give us false or inaccurate information and we suspect fraud, we will record this and 
may also pass this information to financial and other organisations involved in fraud 
prevention to protect us, them and our respective customers from theft and fraud. 

If you are applying for an insurance based products, we will share your details with our 
chosen supplier/s of insurance products for them to process your application and, if 
appropriate, offer you an insurance product. The insurers may hold your information for a 
reasonable period for record keeping purposes, and may be required to share your 
information either where required by law, with regulators or statutory bodies or with third 
parties where you have been notified or it is obvious that they will do so. 

If you apply for any of our credit-based products such as a finance plan, we will perform 
searches with credit reference agencies. We may give details of your application to credit 
reference agencies. If you borrow and do not repay in full and on time, we may inform 
credit reference agencies who will record the outstanding debt. 

TO BE LEGAL AT ALL TIMES 

We will use your data in relation to legal obligations with which our business must comply. 
An example is our obligation to provide your information to DVLA when registering a new 
vehicle. 

We may transfer your personal information to other organisations in certain scenarios. For 
example: 

If we're discussing selling or transferring part or all of a business, we may share information 
about you to prospective purchasers - but only so they can evaluate that business. If we are 
reorganised or sold to another organisation, we may transfer information we hold about 
you to them so they can continue to provide the Services to you. 

If required to by law, under any code of practice by which we are bound or we are asked to 
do so by a public or regulatory authority such as the Police or the Department for Work and 
Pensions, or if we need to do so in order to exercise or protect our legal rights, users, 
systems and Services. Additional, in response to requests from individuals (or their 
representatives) seeking to protect their legal rights or the rights of others. 

Sharing your personal data 
We may share some of your personal data with, or obtain your personal data from, the 
following categories of third parties: 

 Government authorities, law enforcement bodies and regulators 
 The relevant vehicle manufacturer relating to your vehicle ownership 
 Suppliers providing services to us in order to help us run our business 

 



The Platinum Motor Group very carefully chooses the suppliers who process or 
whose    products store/process your personal data on our behalf and require that they 
comply with high security standards for the protection of your personal data.  

Credit and debit card companies  

The Platinum Motor Group shares some of your personal data, which includes information 
about your method of payment, to the credit or debit card company that issued the card 
you used to make your payment. In order to ensure the security of your transactions and 
prevent or detect fraudulent transactions, we may also share your information with our 
fraud screening partner. 

Our partners who offer other products and services, promote offers or co-organise 
competitions with us, social media platforms and links to external websites 

We work with partners, suppliers, insurers and agencies so they can process your personal 
information on our behalf. We only share information that allows them to provide their 
services to us or to facilitate them providing their services to you. 

From time to time, we make certain third party offers available through our website or we 
publish competitions co-organised by third parties. If you choose to purchase products or 
services offered on our websites by third parties accept offers or participate in a 
competition, some of your personal data, such as your contact details and your billing 
information, may be directly collected by or disclosed to that third party. 

Our partners have their own privacy policies and terms of use over which Platinum Motor 
Group does not have control. Whilst we carefully selects these partners, it has no 
responsibility or liability for their privacy policies, terms of use or the way they process your 
personal data. Please ensure that you review the relevant privacy policies and terms of use 
of these partners prior to purchasing their goods or services, using their websites, apps or 
services or providing any personal data to them.  

We sometimes provide you with links to other websites, but these websites are not under 
our control. Therefore we will not be liable to you for any issues arising in connection with 
their use of your information, the website content or the services offered to you by these 
websites. We advise you to consult the privacy policy and terms and conditions on each 
website to see how each supplier may process your information. 

When using one of our websites or mobile applications, you may be able to share 
information through social networks like Facebook and Twitter such as when you 'like', 
'share' or review our Services. When doing this your personal information may be visible to 
the providers of those social networks, their other users and/or the Platinum Motor Group. 
Please remember it is your responsibility to set appropriate privacy settings on your social 
network accounts so you are comfortable with how your information is used and shared on 
them. 



Your personal data may be shared with other divisions or departments within our Group. It 
may also be disclosed to a third party who acquires us. It also includes any other businesses 
we add to this group in the future. 

Cookies or other tracking technologies 

We may use technologies, such as cookies and other tracking software In order to deliver 
customer care, and to provide you with more relevant content. This is achieved by analysing 
how visitors use our websites and apps.  In the majority of instances, we will not be able to 
identify you from the information we collect using these technologies. 

 For example, software that studies customer traffic patterns and website usage can assist 
us in improving our web based platforms website and thus improve the customer 
experience. In addition, in order to understand how our customers interact with the emails 
and the content that we send, we use software that allow us to know if the emails we send 
are opened or if the content of our emails is displayed in text or html form. 

We also use cookies in our website, mobile app or in our emails. Cookies are small pieces of 
information stored by your browser on your computer's hard drive. They enable you to 
navigate on our websites or apps and allow us to provide features such as remembering 
aspects of your last page visits, making future searches faster. You can delete cookies if you 
wish; while certain cookies are necessary for viewing and navigating on our websites or app, 
most of the features will be still accessible without cookies. 

For more information on how we use cookies and how you can remove them, read 
our Cookie Policy. 

Requesting Access to Your Personal Data 
 
You have a right to request access to the personal data that we hold about you. 

This is sometimes called a 'Subject Access Request'. If we agree that we are obliged to 
provide personal information to you (or someone else on your behalf), we will provide it to 
you or them free of charge. 

Before providing personal information to you or another person on your behalf, we may ask 
for proof of identity and sufficient information about your interactions with us that we can 
locate your personal information. 

If any of the personal information we hold about you is inaccurate or out of date, you may 
ask us to correct it. Please visit our website for more information. 

The Security of Your Personal Data 
 
The Platinum Motor Group (Renrod Ltd) committed to ensuring the security of all customer 
and employee data records in whatever format it is kept. 



We will take all appropriate measures to protect your personal data against unauthorised or 
unlawful processing and against accidental loss, destruction or damage to personal data. 

As described in this Privacy Policy, we may in some instances disclose your personal data to 
third parties. Where the Platinum Motor Group discloses your personal data to a third party, 
we require that third party to have appropriate technical and organisational measures in 
place to protect your personal data; however in some instances we may be compelled by 
law to disclose your personal data to a third party, and have limited control over how it is 
protected by that party. 

The information that you provide to us will be held in our systems, which are located on our 
premises or those of an appointed third party. We may also allow access to your 
information by other third parties who act for us for the purposes described in this Privacy 
Policy or for other purposes approved by you. 

We will retain your personal data for as long as we need it in order to fulfil our purposes set 
out in this Privacy Policy or in order to comply with the law.  

How long will we keep your information for? 
 
We will retain a record of your personal information. This is done in order to provide you 
with a high quality and consistent service across our group. We will always retain your 
personal information in accordance with law and regulation and never retain your 
information for longer than is necessary. 

Updates to the Platinum Motor Group’s Privacy Policy 
 
We may make changes to this Privacy Policy from time to time, including as part of the new 
European data protection legislation which came into force on the 25 May 2018 onwards 
(known as GDPR – the General Data Protection Regulation). If required, we will update our 
Privacy Policy and will publish on our website any new version of this Policy. 

COMPANY INFORMATION 
 
Platinum Motor Group is a trading name of Renrod Limited. Registered Office, Platinum 
Motor Group, Unit 12 Meridian Business Park, North Bradley, Trowbridge. BA14 0BJ. 
Registered in England No. 1210595. VAT Registration No. 821 9379 14.  

Renrod Limited Trading as Platinum Motor Group is authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority for consumer credit activity. Registration No. 689306. Renrod 
Limited Trading as Platinum Motor Group is permitted to advise and arrange general 
insurance contracts as an appointed representative of AutoProtect (MBI) Limited which is 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registration No. 312143 
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YOUR GUIDE TO MAKING A COMPLAINT 
For Consumer Credit Agreements & Insurance Products 

About our Complaints Procedures 

Platinum Motor Group are authorised and regulated by the Financial Ombudsman Service 
[FOS], an independent organisation given powers under the Financial Services and Markets 
Act 2000 and the Consumer Credit Act 2006. They were set up to help resolve disputes by 
mediation between you the consumer and us, the business providing your motor finance 
and/or insurance product/s.  

At Platinum we are committed to high standards of customer service before, during and 
after the sale of your new vehicle. In the unlikely event of a finance or insurance complaint, 
we wish to resolve the matter as swiftly as possible, so have produced this guide detailing 
the stages of our complaints handling process. These procedures do not apply to issues 
relating to vehicle sales and servicing in which no consumer credit or insurance exists.  

As a customer, your first contact, if you have any issues that require resolving, is the 
dealership that sold you the vehicle. If you cannot, or would prefer not to speak to the Sales 
Executive that sold you the car, then you should contact the Sales Manager. We will then 
ask you some basic details concerning the vehicle that you purchased, your personal details 
and a brief explanation of the complaint. You can of course correspond via email if you 
prefer.  

Once we have received your complaint, we will immediately start to investigate it and write 
to you within five days outlining our procedures. Platinum will endeavour to resolve your 
complaint within three working days, however on occasion this may take a little longer. 

 All complaints are handled fairly, consistently and promptly by an independent and 
competent member of staff. If Platinum decides that redress is appropriate, we will provide 
fair compensation for any acts or omissions for which we were responsible. 

Time Scales 

3 Working Days 

We will aim to resolve your complaint within 3 working days. If this is possible you will 
receive a summary resolution letter. 

5 Working Days 

In the event resolution cannot be found within 3 days we will ensure your complaint is 
acknowledged within 5 working days. 

Investigation 

Your complaint will be investigated by a trained, independent member of our team. 

8 Weeks We have a maximum of 8 weeks to provide a final response 

After 8 Weeks 

If you remain unsatisfied with our final response you can refer your complaint to the 
Financial Ombudsman Service. 

 

What We Do  

Customer Contact 

Any team member who receives a complaint deals with it immediately or passes it to their 
Supervisor or Senior Manager. In any case, a Customer Contact Record [CCR] is filled out as 
soon as possible. You will usually be contacted by close of business the next working day 
with a progress report, including a copy of our complaints procedure and next contact date.  

The Supervisor maintains Platinum’s Complaints Log and Manual and updates the 
employee’s personnel record. This is used to monitor trends so that Platinum can conduct 
systemic reviews and investigations. An analysis of an individual’s / dealership’s Complaints 
Record forms part of their compliancy review 

Investigation 

Complaints are investigated by gathering all necessary information for a decision to be 
taken and the Finance or Insurance Provider is consulted if necessary. Departmental 
Supervisors are informed at least once a week on the progress of the complaint. If a 
complaint is not concluded within three days the Compliance Officer is informed and our 
internal complaints process is followed. 

Customer Response 

The outcome of an investigation and the decision taken is reported to you the customer, 
primarily by a meeting or a phone call. A concise report of the outcome is provided in 
writing and recorded on your Customer Contact Record, which will include your comments 
with the response. Following the resolution of a complaint the Supervisor and the Senior 
Manager assess the cause of your concerns so that action can be taken to prevent any 
recurrence. This will take the form of an investigation which is updated and recorded into 
the complaints register 

If You Are Unhappy with the Response 

If you are unhappy with our final response, you have the right to appeal the decision with 
ourselves or refer the complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service within six months of 
that date. You can find further information about the Financial Ombudsman Service at 
www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk 

Platinum Motor Group is a trading name of Renrod Ltd. Renrod Ltd is an appointed 
representative of Auto protect which is authorized and regulated by the FCA (their 
registration number is 312143) and which is permitted to advise on and arrange general 
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We have a maximum of 8 weeks to provide a final response 

After 8 Weeks 

If you remain unsatisfied with our final response you can refer your complaint to the 
Financial Ombudsman Service. 
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PLEASE NOTE: On the 11th January 2024, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) 
announced a pause on complaints relating to discretionary commission arrangements 
across the motor finance industry. Any complaints of this nature now fall outside the 
typical 8-week resolution rule and will be paused until 25th September 2024 to allow the 
FCA time to review. Further information can be found here: www.fca.org.uk/carfinance

You can usually refer a complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service within 6 months 
of receiving a final response. For these matters, this has been extended to 15 months if 
you receive final response between 12th July 2023 and 20th November 2024.

We have a maximum of 8 weeks to provide a final response 
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with the response. Following the resolution of a complaint the Supervisor and the Senior 
Manager assess the cause of your concerns so that action can be taken to prevent any 
recurrence. This will take the form of an investigation which is updated and recorded into 
the complaints register 

If You Are Unhappy with the Response 

If you are unhappy with our final response, you have the right to appeal the decision with 
ourselves or refer the complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service within six months of 
that date. You can find further information about the Financial Ombudsman Service at 
www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk 

Platinum Motor Group is a trading name of Renrod Ltd. Renrod Ltd is an appointed 
representative of Auto protect which is authorized and regulated by the FCA (their 
registration number is 312143) and which is permitted to advise on and arrange general 



Purchasing a Vehicle from Platinum

All Used vehicles are supplied from a variety of sources such as Part Exchange Vehicles, Ex-
Demonstration Vehicles, Courtesy Vehicles, Manufacturer and Business User Vehicles and 
as such may have had multiple previous users. This does not affect your statutory rights.
 
Vehicle Sanitising & PPE Charge 

Due to significant investment in Vehicle Sanitising, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and 
related items for the safety of our Team Members, Customers, Suppliers and Contractors 
due to the Covid-19 outbreak, the Platinum Group reserves the right to levy a Vehicle 
Sanitising & PPE charge on any vehicle visiting our workshops.
 
Copyright 

All rights, including copyright and database right, in the website and its contents, are 
owned by or licensed to Platinum Motor Group, or otherwise used by Platinum Motor 
Group as permitted by applicable law or the copyright holder. You may not copy, reproduce, 
republish, download, post, broadcast or transmit any text, images, graphic, logo, button, 
icon, image and their selection and arrangement thereof, and any underlying source code 
and software, for any commercial or public purpose without prior written permission from 
Platinum Motor Group or the copyright holder.

insurance contracts. Renrod Ltd is authorised and regulated by the FCA for consumer credit 
activity (registration number is 689306).  

In the event of a complaint relating to Customer Credit or General Insurance, if you are 
unhappy with our final response having followed our complaints procedure, you have the 
right to refer your complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service free of charge. Further 
information on the Financial Ombudsman Service can be found at Financial Ombudsman 
Service: www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk All information is correct at time of publishing 
January 2023. 

We have a maximum of 8 weeks to provide a final response 

After 8 Weeks 

If you remain unsatisfied with our final response you can refer your complaint to the 
Financial Ombudsman Service. 

 

What We Do  

Customer Contact 

Any team member who receives a complaint deals with it immediately or passes it to their 
Supervisor or Senior Manager. In any case, a Customer Contact Record [CCR] is filled out as 
soon as possible. You will usually be contacted by close of business the next working day 
with a progress report, including a copy of our complaints procedure and next contact date.  

The Supervisor maintains Platinum’s Complaints Log and Manual and updates the 
employee’s personnel record. This is used to monitor trends so that Platinum can conduct 
systemic reviews and investigations. An analysis of an individual’s / dealership’s Complaints 
Record forms part of their compliancy review 

Investigation 

Complaints are investigated by gathering all necessary information for a decision to be 
taken and the Finance or Insurance Provider is consulted if necessary. Departmental 
Supervisors are informed at least once a week on the progress of the complaint. If a 
complaint is not concluded within three days the Compliance Officer is informed and our 
internal complaints process is followed. 

Customer Response 

The outcome of an investigation and the decision taken is reported to you the customer, 
primarily by a meeting or a phone call. A concise report of the outcome is provided in 
writing and recorded on your Customer Contact Record, which will include your comments 
with the response. Following the resolution of a complaint the Supervisor and the Senior 
Manager assess the cause of your concerns so that action can be taken to prevent any 
recurrence. This will take the form of an investigation which is updated and recorded into 
the complaints register 

If You Are Unhappy with the Response 

If you are unhappy with our final response, you have the right to appeal the decision with 
ourselves or refer the complaint to the Financial Ombudsman Service within six months of 
that date. You can find further information about the Financial Ombudsman Service at 
www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk 

Platinum Motor Group is a trading name of Renrod Ltd. Renrod Ltd is an appointed 
representative of Auto protect which is authorized and regulated by the FCA (their 
registration number is 312143) and which is permitted to advise on and arrange general 

www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk


You may not adapt, alter or create any of the material or information in this site or use it for 
any other purpose other than for your personal non-commercial use. You agree to use this 
site only for lawful purposes.
Platinum Motor Group reserves the right to use for its own purposes any material 
submitted to the site, including text and images, either on the site or in any other form, 
including for publicity purposes. Platinum Motor Group reserves the right to monitor 
submissions to the site and to edit or reject any submissions.

Disclaimer 

We try to ensure that information on our site is accurate, complete and up-to-date. In using 
this site, however, you agree to be bound by the Terms & Conditions, which take effect on 
the date when you first use the site. 

Without prejudice to your statutory rights, the site and all information, text, names, images, 
pictures, logos, links and icons and other materials (without limitation) are provided ‘AS IS’ 
and on an ‘IS AVAILABLE’ basis without representation warranty or endorsement, express 
or implied. In particular, we do not warrant or represent the accuracy or completeness 
of information provided on this site nor do we guarantee that use of this site will be 
uninterrupted or error-free, or that the site and its servers are free of computer viruses or 
bugs. 

In no event will Platinum Motor Group be liable to any person for any damage or loss that 
may arise from the use of any information contained in our site or products displayed on 
our site, including, without limitation, indirect or consequential damages, or any damages 
whatsoever arising from use or loss of use, data, or profits, whether in action of contract, 
negligence or other tortious action, arising out of or in connection with the use of the site.
Notwithstanding anything else in these Terms & Conditions, we will not be liable for claims 
relating to the functionality or availability of this site. 

Trademarks 

All names, images, logos identifying Platinum Motor Group are proprietary marks of 
Platinum Motor Group. All third party brand, product, service and company names 
contained on this site are the trademarks, service marks and trade names of their 
respective holders. Platinum Motor Group does not give permission for their use by any 
person other than the holders. Any such use may constitute an infringement of the holders’ 
rights. 



External links 

Platinum Motor Group does not represent, warrant, endorse or hold esponsibility over any 
external sites that may be linked to and from this site. Any external site that you visit by 
clicking through a link on this site is outside the control of Platinum Motor Group and you 
visit entirely at your own risk. 
 
Software disclaimer 

The software downloads from this site have been thoroughly scanned and tested at all 
stages of production, but - as with all new software - we still recommend that you run a 
virus checker before use. We also recommend that you have an up-to-date backup of your 
hard disk before using the software. Platinum Motor Group cannot accept responsibility 
for any disruption, damage and/or loss of data on your data or computer system that may 
occur while using the software. Consult your network administrator before installing any 
software on a networked computer. 

Cookies 

Our websites use cookies to collect information. This includes information about browsing 
and purchasing behaviour by people who access our websites. This includes information 
about pages viewed, and the customer journey around our websites. Detailed information 
is set out in our Cookie Policy below. 

Cookie Policy 
 
WHAT ARE COOKIES? 

Like most websites, Our Platinum website uses cookies to collect information. Cookies are 
small data files which are placed on your computer or other devices (such as smart ‘phones 
or ‘tablets’) as you browse this website. They are used to ‘remember’ when your computer 
or device accesses our websites. Cookies are essential for the effective operation of our 
websites and to help you shop with us online. They are also used to tailor the products and 
services offered and advertised to you, both on our websites and elsewhere. 

INFORMATION COLLECTED 

Some cookies collect information about browsing and purchasing behaviour when you 
access a website via the same computer or device. This includes information about pages 
viewed, products purchased and your journey around a website. We do not use cookies to 
collect or record information on your name, address or other contact details. Platinum can 
use cookies to monitor your browsing behaviour. 



HOW ARE COOKIES MANAGED?
The cookies stored on your computer or other device when you access our websites are 
designed by: 

• Bluesky, on behalf of Platinum, and help us to provide better customer journeys;
• third parties who assist us in detecting and preventing fraud and enable  
 product purchasing;
• third parties who participate with us in marketing programmes; 
 
 

HOW DO I DISABLE COOKIES? 

If you want to disable cookies you need to change your website browser settings to reject 
cookies. How you can do this will depend on the browser you use. Further details on how 
to disable cookies for the most popular browsers are set out below: - 

For Microsoft Internet Explorer:
• Choose the menu “tools” then “Internet Options”
• Click on the “privacy” tab
• Select the setting the appropriate setting 

For Google Chrome:
• Choose Settings> Advanced
• Under “Privacy and security,” click “Content settings”.
• Click “Cookies” 

For Safari:
• Choose Preferences > Privacy
• Click on “Remove all Website Data” 

For Mozilla firefox:
• Choose the menu “tools” then “Options”
• Click on the icon “privacy”
• Find the menu “cookie” and select the relevant options 

For Opera 6.0 and further:
• Choose the menu Files”> “Preferences”
• Privacy 

What happens if I disable cookies? 

This depends on which cookies you disable, but in general the website may not operate 
properly if cookies are switched off.



Jurisdiction 

These Terms & Conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of 
England and Wales. Disputes arising here shall be exclusively subject to the jurisdiction of the 
courts of England and Wales. 
 
If any of these Terms should be determined to be illegal, invalid or otherwise unenforceable by 
reason of the laws of any state or country in which these Terms are intended to be effective, it 
shall be severed and deleted from this clause. All other Terms of Use and Terms & Conditions 
shall remain in full force and continue to be binding and enforceable.
Platinum Motor Group reserves the right to change any of its terms and conditions at any time 
by posting changes online.


